
AHI DATA STRUCTURE 

A.li. ,276 CLASS NOTES 

The AHI data structure has as its basic unit the .. statement .... 
The statement is the smallest textual unit defined, and is simply 
a textual string. The file (i,. e., collection of statements) is 
hierarchically oriented in a tree structure, each statement being 
a node in the tree. rhe reasons for this hierarchical structure 
will be discussed later. The file, however, can be viewed in 
other ways different from the sequential tree structure.. For 
instance, associational trails can be drawn throughout the file /', 
and followed. Thus the AHI ~ile is capable of modeling Bush'SI 
network of associational trails as well as a sequential hierarch
ical . text,. 

A. Statements 

B. Vectors 

C.. Keywords 

! These three types of entities are stored in statement data 
blocks (SDBt s), vector blocks, and keyword blocks, respectively_ 
In addition, the hierarchical structure of the text is stored in. 
ring blocks. We will only discuss the statement data blocks and 
ring blocks and their relation to the main file; the access and 
storage of vectors and keywords is very similar and so do not 
need to be discussed separately. (In .. the present version of tile 
system, the only types of vectors that can be stored are straight 
lines, and no sketching facility exists other than defining the 
straight line by its endpoints. There is no rubberbandin<j_ A 
sketching facility is planned for a future versioa .. ) 

---_ .... _--_.-..... - ... - ... -_ .... _-
1. V. Bush, BAs We Hay ThinJtA, Atlantic Honthly, July 45. 
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'l/ 2.A Associated with each setaf block.s(there are four sets of 
block.s: the ring block.s, the statellent data bloeks, the vect.or 
blocks, aad the k.eyword blocks) there is a .. sllall status table' 
which. has an entry for each block of its kind. Thl1sthere is a 
ring status table, a statement status table, a vector. status 
table, and. a keyword status table •.. Theent.ry for eacll .block .in 
the st.atus table simply points to a "global" randoll .file status 
table block" which gives the location of eachblock,whetlleria 
core or, on drull •.. ' (See Fig. 1) 

Random File S 

Ring St1atus,' 
Table 

Each entry in 
R.S.T.eorre~ponds 
to a ring block '.' .... 

{each blocR::contains 
,manyr1ng elements, . 
f~:~elemen.t/st~tement) • 

• . ' 

etc. 
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The random file status table block is a block that contains an 
/'::/ entry for every block of eyery type in the system (actually, 

there is an HFSTB for each (activet file). Each entcy tells 
whether the block is in core or not, or whether it is unallocated 
(i.e., not ,being used at the present ti me and can be allocated 
when a file is expanded through editing) •. The entry also gives 
the information on where the block is located, on tile drum or in 
core. It is through the RFSTB that each desired block is located 
by the system: 

As we saw in 1.2, each ring block is mapped into an entry in 
F' the ring status table, each statement data block is mapped into 

an entry in the statement status table, etc. Then each entry in 
each status table points to an entry in the bigger HFsrB (at 
present t.here are a maximum of 64 blocks in the RFSTB), one 
containing pointers to the actual locat.ion of each different 
block in the file. fhis double-table metaod of location of each 
block is to facilitate control of the allocated and' .000~J.oeated 
area on drum, and for garbage colle,ction; furthermore, tais 
central location mechanism allows blocks to be moved in tae 
system, without internal pointers having to be modified. 

L: pJ.p;UIGlJ r 
The RFSTBcontains information other tllall",j9s..to ai~ipoiin~"r to 

the block, whether in core or on drum. One area of the BFSt'B, if 
it is less than zero, indicates the block is on·the drum. If the 
number in this area is negative, it is the nu.pe!:,~f __ ._.;:I;.~~ ___ ,~.Q,rds 
in that block. This is to prevent needless retrieval of the 
block for addi tions if there is not eno ugh roam on it for the 
desired update. If this area is greater thaD( zero, the block is 
in core and the number is the core address of jthe block. There 
is another area in wllicn an indicator', .(at,p.r.:~ent a-2) says f;t-e-e----} , .. 
space is too small to consider going ~here. i This is compu,ted 
from the average lengths afthe statements. ~_ .. _______ ,. i 

The ring status table at present has ~ ent.ries, one for 
eacL9f.~ ring blocks... This nUllber is expaDdable~'- and is an 
assembly ~lIe variable. There are probably twice or three times 
as many ~ and therefore the statement. status table .is 
correspond;aglY bigger .. 

. S~· lj,I.IJJ~\i 
tV, f{ 

Each statement is represented in the data structure both b1 
its associated text (see SDB's) and by a ring elemeat, that is, 
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by an element· of a ring that contains the hierarchical tree 
structure of . the . file and points to tile text associated witb. each 
node (statemeat) in the tree. The ring is broken into ring 
blocks, eacb..of whicb is 1024 vords 101,19 •. Eacb ring block b.as a 
header and tb.enis composed of ring elements, each four words 
long, one. rin9' element per statellent (See .Fig. 2):. 

'..,..' 
RI. NG .• ·; ..... 

f. I~' " . 

RING ELEMENT. 

I--------~ To 
~~--~~~~~----~~ 

FIG. 2 .. RlngBlock Elements 
c~~, __ -- • ~'c •• ', - ( P <; p~) 

~ "1' c·, Pointer (PTJl): th.e interRal pO,inter t.o the statement t.ext. in 
a st.at.ementdatablock (SI>B).. (The struct.ure of an iaternal 

tf pointe.r ($JlIbolized by ... 'pl) will be. discussed in· Sectioa 1-~.1 
~ I';'N, 

"""".k~~ ~ ~ ~ we 
~ to lk at. file ab e the t d level. of .l.erarchy, d thi$ 
~ '~. ~ f st ement· s ia .the. aurt.a leve , thelie is n . B~ed to 1retri~ve. rAr:. ") {l"';'--> tete of this a tement. (. ;~ ue}df.,Je>I. Y.l2;flJlire.. vlftJ.-fr.'w., ~c.l ~t"c. \re. Ir I v'j ""'jJVJ" 
~ ,.~ Jtv.P4 ~-h-u.t-tu'V'<- ~v~). 
. ~. .... Zp,4/'Jzr Successor:. a poi,nter·. -to tile rin g element • (ClDywJaere in the 
~ S rinq).of the .ext succeedinq. statement oa.tlle salle level .. 
~~~. . -

,a t t:/,w:· t) Sub: .. a pointer to the ring element()f the first statement in 
~~ the level directly below tile current statement. 
i ..... I'('~ 

i e., ,~i'~ I The sub aad successor poiaters defiae ·the hierarchical tree 
~ i'cIF structure~ 

II( (u ,,ft: t; +h' ~t ~f fL,~ i'~ YlD cub"ft..Uotv~ 
71,41",[, \ oJ 11 ro' VlJ(.5 lIS r~~· '. INTBUI1L DISTBIBUTio-.BOBLY i 
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T: the last successor on each level points 
that level, thus providing a back pointer., The 
it is the last successor. 

I. '1 ~L) 
$c,)ul(c{L ~Vi' 

to the ~ of 
T bit is set when 

Name hash: this is a 24-bit hash of the (optional) statement 
name. Thus when jumping by name, we need only scan each ring 
element sequentialy to get correct statement •. This may be done 
sequentially since each file generally consists of only about 300 
statements. . I J -to-,~ H_ 

ktl'~; U Ill-Vs.<.cJ Y'(, ~( . .I,~/.f\.'(M.~ 6't.1 L(;. I! ;l..-. ~ q t iA.t-trt /I' I h, /aLit 0/<" ~ l hk. r' --v- '--

frV\- a. f..u- [i,st - fo,k£J~ 0/ p, fOt.i..h~ Ih, ~ bL~ck- ~~. 

, 

./ 

\. 

l~~ST A!I~JN.!_n~I!_l!l!Q.g-'~:J2!U .. 

The statement data blocks (SDB's) a,ra simply areas in which to 
store the statement text. No structure or hierarchy is part of 
the SDB's since that is taken care of by the ring blocks. The 
system tries to put all sequential statements in the same block 
to save on drum I/O. The process of initial generation and 
placellentof statements in the SDB's will be discussed in section 
2. (See Fig. 3) 

STATtMENT DATA" BLOCK 
. ';"":,;.;' 

", .'1 

CKSUM 
Header for 

lK block 
) 
> 

} 

-

t-=.;:;:;;;-::-:~p:...:...:::..,:..-:;::--:..::-..;,;:.r:":":=~""::"':"-.:.L-I) ," .•. ' U2./ L +h./\It fl,. 
1/777i--";;;;~::";;"';';"----IJ '~$ Word 

Header for 
Individual 
Statement 

Broken into Individual 
Statements J"D!~"ti=JI'~,"d- ,l.JilVt- Vi."t I~ ~Ct-V~ :'" 

"::~~~~?t~~1/ FIG. 3 Statement Data Block Elemen s 

CKSUM:. this is a cilecksu11I to check against hardware I/O 
errors in reading the statement data block. from drum. Befoce 
writing out on drum, the system adds up all words in the SDB and 
stores the sum in CKStJK. Onread-in~ it ra-adds the words and 
checks to see if the S1111 is the same. 

All 1-1< }iLt UoCj(~ OIJ.£_ [:-L'4J:-:JOW1~.;h. ~i ~l-U:Z:i 
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this contains the initials, date, and time of last 
change, fields which can be used as a later means of 

~<$J Back pointer to ring: this is an in ternal pointer (of type 
'P') to the ring element representing this statement in the text 
hierarchy, i.e., the ring element which points to this statement .. 

" Flags: the first bit indicates whether this SDB element is 
e,. garbage, and is used when compacting the SDB. Othe.r bits 

indicatewhetlter .it is difficult to format the statement on the 
display, that is, if the statement c9ntains things like underli..n

.ing or flicker. If it is difficult to format, the low speed 
~ scanning/forma ttingrou title is used. Otherwise the high-speed 
'- routine is used. This saves up to 50~ on time. (other bits for 

other things.) 

Text: the text is stored in the statement data block. as 
follows: there are tva kinds of characters, (1) 8 bit character, 
with the high order bit off, and (2) 16 hit characters. If the 
high order bit is on; this signals that the character is a 16 bit 
character. The seven next high bits signify font, etc., of the 
character representei in the second eight bits. The different 
qualities of each character are underline, blinking, italics" 
boldface, etc.. The user can make up his own special characters 
and the system will insert it. This is done by giving th. 
special character a number. It takes less than 10 msec. to 
reformat a display.. (.1-'/0 1110+ ,')yj)lrhcf) 

1.6 LOCATING ST.l.TEllEJrS IN THE DATA STRUCTtJRE -----------..... -----_. _ .. --------

ihenstatements are created, they are assigned by tile freelist 
allocator to open pOSitions in a ring block (to a ring element) 
and assigned to statement data blocks according to the "garbage 
bits"; they are also assigned an internal (position related) name 
in the ring block denoted by 'P'. All ring block vacancies are 
kept on thefreelist., The internal na.me P in the ring block is 
thus assigned by getting it off the freelist (creating a map from 
statement name position to internal name, and from internal name 
,to block position) as described below: 

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION ONLY 8 
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Say that we want to retrieve sta tement P, an internal nallle, 
(pointer) of the type found in the successor and sub fields of 
the ring element .. , I.t is listed ia the file, header where it gives 
the point ia theriag where the file starts, i.e., it points to 
the ring element representing the first statement in the file .. , 

To get statemeat P( \~ bits) we look atP*4, which is 1? bits 
long (See Fig. 4) • The upper ~ bits are an iadexon the ~-entrl 
ring status table (RST).The entry in the aST points to aneatey 
in the raadom file status table block (RPSTB)., This entry ia;the 
RFSTB tells us whether the riag block contaiag the desired ring 
element is in core or aot, or whetheri t is uaalloca ted (ia which 
case aa error condition existst. T,he ring block is brought int,o 
core if necessary_ The lower 1, bits of P*4 thea form an index 
relative to the start of tfie ring block that bring us to tbe 
appropriate ring element. Thus from ,the internal name of tae 
statement we retrieve the desired ria_g element. 

- -
..... - ....... / 

/' \ 
" 

I INDEX RELATING 
'to START 

.,' 

P --A\ ~ of RUNNINGI 
" ..... ,; 'BLOCK ' 

Element P 

INDEX = BLOCK ID ~ entries/ 

2 10 
One o,f' 4 blocks 
addressing lK block 

~<1.~O\{ 1 block, 
RING STATUS 

controls 

whose address is in RFST13 

RANDOM FILE 
STATUS TABLE BLOCK 

locates block 

FIG. 4 Structure and Mapping of Internal 
Pointer 'P' 

RING BLOCK 
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Notes on the file header: this contains pointers to all 
status tables and their lengths, and information on the virtual 
memory map •. It also contains bibliographic information which may 
be used as a means of retrieval: last time written into, 
username, initials of last user, jump delimiters (these are the 
marks that delineate a jump, and in the present version are 
general parentheses), average length of statement (determined by 
how much activity over periods of time).. This information is all 
contained in the first 1K words •. An interesting feature is that 
the TS system will accept. any amount extendable to 1K without 
using excess drum space. ?S {p v..J(j,'rd (.·h(.l0/~5 /.I b-t-I/-{tA{ 

The first ring element at the start is 'dummy'; and is t.he 
start of the file. When the system rewrites the file on. drllm. 
after use, it searches to the first se$icolon and puts in place 
of what is there the .file description: u,sername, initials, date 
and time, etc.. of last use.±;lA.'I';;'~ 

to "\TEMENT 
J-,/ 

, ... ,,7. , 
__ i'" 

indx t>elative 
to start 
of SDB .< 

.. 

RING ELEMENT 

7 ~ 
• :-
• 
• 

STATEMENT 
STATUS TABLE 

FIG.S Mapping. from 
to Text 

,r) 

~, .. '~ ~ " 

.~ .. 
.. . . 

.. 

RFSTB 

. 

header 

lndivldual 
statement . .. . 

STATEMENT 
DATA BLOCK 

Nov that ve have the appropriate ring element relating to 
statement P (see Fig .. 2) for the structure of ring element,ve. 
can r~trieve the statement-text for ,filter/format/display_ The 
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system takes the "pointer to text" in the first word of the ri.ng 
element •. This pointer is of the same structure .vith respect to 
the statement in the statement data block. as p." is to the ring 
element .. of the ring bloct... Thus the high bits are an index .on 
the statement status table. . The entry in the SST poi,ats to an 
entry in the R1STB, vhich in turn points to the location of the 
appropriate SDB in which the desired statellent is located. Once 
1Ie have the appropriate SDB, the 10 1'011 order bits of the 
original pointer point to the desired statellent, relative to the 
start of the SDB.. (See Fig. 3) 

Given the appropriate individual statemeat P {see Fig •. 3 for. 
structure of ·the statelleat entity), the sequence generator BOil 
takes the statement text for. filtering/formating/display, as 
described in section 3 •. 

Which statement is taken next depends on· the sequence being 
followed by the sequence generator. If the sequence generator.is 
following the basic hierarchical. tree structar.e, it will. look .at 
the ptr .... to-sub field in the ring element (Pig. 2), aad use that 
poin1tec as it usedP above •.. ' (However, if a filter is set for a 
specific.level·and statement.. P vas on that level,·· the se.quanee 
generator will ignQre the sub field aDd take the ptr .... to-successoc 
field. ne seqne.Dc.e· generator-·. call . t:. ell .. 'the. 1e .. 981:. af tlle~. 

9 set. theiathe Ling elemellt-.) ~ tr. \-\""!..~ I . . 9 0--t \~\t~\; "'\;, ~\~ tivMl< ;t 
The sequence generator, however, may be following an. associac

tioaa1 trail. If this Is the case, tl1e conteat. analyzer viII 
scan the statement-teIt P for the appropri.ate trailllarkee.. If 
it .finds the appropriate trail martecin. the statement-te.t,it 
will.hasb. the name. in the trail lIacker,andscan·the Daile aashes 
of the ring elellents until itfiads tJae corl:'ect cil1g elemeBt,aad 
continue generatiag statellents from· there. If tl1e approprl.ate 
teailllarkeris not found, it will follow the tree structure as 
able •.. ' l ~ ~\1(,V-f).'r!>J\t VII\-\~\ 0.. ~.\\ \/V\,().v..~ 1(, ~\?v'\A.f\ 
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The data structure is modified th.rough the basic editing 
commands (delete, insert" replace, move, copy, break/join) which 
are described briefly below in Section 4., System featUres and 
facilities a.re described more completely ia. the tilLS User's 
Guide" (a SRI publication) • 

We will describe how the data structure is modified for an 
insert; the other types of edit-lIodificatio·Ds are all simiiar., 
If the edit is an insert, it is an insert in the Iliddle of a 
statement. By system defiaition" all editing is based on' the 
statement. The user·. types in the appropriat.e insert cOlllland, 
hits the pOintef insert with the mouse, and types in the insert. 
The insert typed appears on the screen in the literal type~ia 
area. If the' user decides the insert is complete, he hits the .. 
cOllmand-accept button., The system then makes the modification of 
the. data structure asf01lolls: 

The system COllputes the nell lengtl1 of the statement by .. taking 
the old length of the statement in the statement data blockaad 
adding the length of tile insert •. ' The system then finds a free 
area 'OD one of the statement data blocks of sufficient length to 
put the nell statement. It tries t.oput.the updated statement on 
the sameSDB. If the. edited statement does not fit ia that SDB" 
the system tries. to compact the block. If .that would not give 
enough space, the system. goes to the.previous ring element and 
sees what SDB that statement is stored on and tries to fit tile 
newly updated statement on that block. If it doesn't fit there" 
the systell looks throug1athe SDBST to find any free area and fits 
it in anyplace. ". 

NOli that .the appropriate space i's allocated, the' "pdated 
statemeat is coastructed •. This is done by cOPJiaij the header of 
the originalstatelleat and, the, text up to the insert point, 
addillg. to taistaeliteral type-in, and copyiaij the rest ofthe 
te.xt of the statement •.. ' Then tae "ptr-to-te:a:tU iD the associated 
ring element is caanqed to point to the nev sta tement, and the 
garbage bit is set 1n·the original statement .. 

When any statement is edited, the system chec,ks to see if 
there is a statement aalle,or label.. If there is, it is rehashed. 
and .' replaced in the rinq elelleat. Thus labels are always 
updated .... 
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The process of scanning the data structure to retrieve and 
display the desired text has four basic parts:. (1) the sequence 
generator (as discussed briefly in Section 1 .. f).3) , . {2) filtering, 
(3) formatting, and (4) display. 

The sequeace generator is the routine that actually scans the 
data. structure and generates the sequential text •. Basically it 
gellerates a list of statellents. There ... are three types of 
sequences that can be generated: 

This is the default hierarchical structure that is generated 
and is sillply the sequent.ial text of the lIain associational trail 
of the text, ordered in a hierarchy of state.eats •. 

The trailfeaturei~ used to set up statellents in such -. way 
that oI}lya particular set of statellellts will be displayed and in 
a particular order., The set ofstatellents is called a trail, aad 
is an associational trail that criss-crosses the default (main) 
trail; it provides a manner other than the norllal sequence in 
which: to read the text. A t.rail lIarker is set up fo~.a 
particular.trail of statements; the pattern-for this lIarter can 
be a' complex syntactical form and is follo.wed by the content 
analyzer (described in an SRI publication) • 

• ~ [. . i. : t Trail aarkers are thus used to lIark turning points feoll tae 
norllal sequeace of sta.tell8ats, as a sigApost to the next 
statellent in the trail. Each .. tille a lIarker appears ia·. a 
statements it is followed by a statellen t naae in parentheses that 
is the nalle .. of the aext stateaent... Betveea trail lIarkers 
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statements are displayed in normal sequence. The trails can be 
followed only in the for·ward direction; there is no capability 
for inverting the trail when moving backwards tllrough the text. 
(Sal claims that with the complex: content-analyzer, this is 
unnecessary .. ) . 

The keyword sys.tem permits a use.c to construct a specially 
focmatted catalog file containing references to other files aad 
capable of being reordered autolllatically according to sOlie chosen 
set of weighted keywords.. . When reordered, the file lists 
references in order of relevance, according to the choice and 
weighting of keywords.. 

the keywords are attached to a statement ... The system keeps a 
list of, the keywords containing for each. keyword a short 
description of the keywo.rd, and the labels of statemeats tagged 
with thl.s keyv.ord. Tais list is visible to the user and can be 
changed by him. The system also keeps a list of the fi1e
reference entries, that is, a file of any statement nametagqed 
with a keyword, aBd a list of the keywords it is tagqed with 
following it. Thus oae keyword can be attacked to any nUllber of 
statements, .and one statement may have any number, of keywords 
attached to it. 

The keyword systell is used mainly as a retrieval .... by-keyword 
systell.. The user selects desired keywords and weights ta.ell 
according to importance. A negatiy,e weight can also be used to 
blackball any.keywords. Accordiag to SRI, the weights oa '. the 
keywords allo,. lIore flexibility thaD.straiqht Boolean·retrieval 
functions onkeyvords; after the user has selected keywords and 
weight.s, the systell qoes to the list of keywords and picks out 
all. statementstagqed wLth the. selected keywords., Foe· each 
statement selected the systell computes the weights of keyw.ords 
attacked to ,it, and displays the Dames of the statements in·order 
of highest total weight. Statements vi tha negative total weight 
are notdisp1a yed. The aser Ilay then access the referenced files 
byasing the jump cOllllaDd on tlae statellent names. 

Facilities incl.uded are: . level 
;~h subfile, cODtent analyzer, trail 

trailflaqsaDd literal.text.,.etc., 

speCification; braDeh. only:, 
flags, literals, search f()r 
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.' ,_ After the lIainstrllcture is generated and filtered, ilis 
formatted .. 

The forllattiD<j sets the following, and other, variables of 
display: 

statemeDts numbers:. the nl1mber of Iiaes of eachstatellent to 
,"~' r- be di~pla1ed i~ va.riable; header..s" time/initials/labels can ·be 

oll/off. 

,r "C,' Vle1l chaDCje: character size, page size and dimensions, etc. 

, .1 

After the statellents have been filtered out, they are dis~ 
played. The mala display of the generated/filtered/fol:lIatted 
strflcture is in the .file area of . the screea. There are a DUllber 
of one-dimensioaal re~isters used for man/machine interaction: 

1.. Echo registe.r.. This displays the last six characters 
typed bJ the user, for feedback. 

2... COllllaad display line.. Tllis is a line which says what 
cOllllaniJ is in the process of being executed ... 

3 ... , lalle. register., Displays user's name (this is ona 
multi~termiDalsystell)" .. 

4. View specification·' areas. There are three.. vie •. spec 
i . areas, and these aresetaccordiaq to the forllatting variables 

described in Sec .. ,4.·Z8. J 

3. ftessage area. An area for ,system messages to the user, 
such as error messages. 

6. Literal type-in 
insert or dellaeatillg 
displayed iathis area .. , 

a 
area., When· the user is t ,plag ill ,an '. 

cOllmand.. tbe characters typed are 

Tllere is, ill addition to the. file area. another tv&: 
dillensioD.alarea" the freeze area •. This free.ze area is used to. 
"freeze" stateaeat.s desiqaated by the user so that laaleeaain·, 
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unchanged above tbe file area. with the file being then displayed 
in,the file area.. The freezed statellents rellain unchanged 
despite anJ text lIanipulations or file. searching tla.at goes on in 
the file area. (In afutureversioD; the freeze area will . be 
done away with,. and instead the user viII be able to multi-window 
any number of window s. . Each .. window will be a full file area, 
with all one-dimensional registers in each window. They can be 
any shape or size any place on the screen.. With lIultistations,. a 
window .. can·· be assigned to a station,. giving the users at two 
dif·ferent terminals the ability to decide who holds the chalk and 
who holds the eraser in each window.) 
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The basic editing commands are delete. insert, replace. move, 
copy, set, and breakl join. All are sel.f explanatory, except set 
andbreak/join.. The set commandsallolf the user to change the 
font on any text string. , The fonts are: capital, lower case, 
italic, ,roman. boldface, no boldface, flickering, non .... flickering. 
underline, no underliae. The break and join commands allow the 
user to break a statement into tvo statements; the join command 
adds a text string onto another statement., The break and join 
commands are the ollly. commands that operate across statement 
boundaries •.. All the other editing cOlllluds are specialized: for 
example. the insertcomman·ds are insert character, insert word, 
insert text, insert invisible, illsertstatement, insert branch. 
Thespeciali zed commands make it easier for the system to make 
the edits; the rationale for specialization is that since you 
have to type the command in you may as well specialize, and 
economies in data structure manipulation may be achieved (e. g., 
moving an en tire branch of the tree). 

When editing, iJl,visi.bles such as spaces and tabs can be 
displayed by marks, aBd thus .can be ·deleted .. 

Labels are statemeateames aBd are used for retrieval purposes 
S by jumps, lillks, and keywords. They are inserted as part of the 

text, that is,vithan 'insert command.. A label is simply a 
variahle .... leDgthckaracterstring that appears~ie_b!g!ru!g...J!, 
!o __ !~t!lIlen~_ in" pare!l~heses.. These labels can be changed or 
deletec1 as if titer were regular text •.. 
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Duplicate labels can be created. A jump to a label results in 
a jump to the first occurrence of that label, since the system 
sequentially scans the name-hash field of the ring elements. A 
feature contemplated for incorporation in the system is a "look 
for next occurrence of this label" jump to resolve duplicate 
labels. 

A link is an association to another statement, i.e., it is a 
jump to another statement that can be taken at the option of the 
user.. The link can be in the current file or in another file. 
There are four parameters to a link: three (the user name, 
filename, and label) define the point linked to. The fourth is 
the view specifications on the text linked to. This is an 
interesting feature: that view specifications can be changed on 
all links. 

The link structure is a regular text string inserted in tae 
text as if part of it, and is in parentheses in a syntactic form .. 
Like labels, the link is just regular text until it is used. It 
can be edited at any time. When the user decides to take a link, 
he hits a character wi til the bug. The system scans forward with 
the content-analyzer.until it picks up the nearest link structure 
in that statement, and jumps to the label. The link is taken by 
use of a jump command. 

Whenever any jump is made within the file, a new entry is made 
S in a list called the intrafile ring •. Each of these entries gi ves 

a display start and a set of viewspecs. A pointer indicatest.b.e 
current view on the list.. Each time a jump is executed, the new 
information is written ahead of the pointer and the pointer is 
moved forward. On a jump return or jump ahead, the pointer is 
simply moved backward or forward and no new ent.ries are made or 
any deleted.. The list holds a maximum of six entries, and is 
circular .. 
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, (. ' ; This works much like the intrafile stack except that it is 
concerned with jllmps between files. The differences with t.ile 
in trafile stack are: (1) the length of the list is variable, and 
depends on the amount of information in the links used, (2) the 
list is not circular, a new entry is made on the stack whenever 
any interfile jump is taken or whenever a new file is loaded with 
a load file command. (See section on multifiles for more 
details. ) 

There are no backpointers from a link, the same as with trail 
markers. Thus if a label that is linked to is deleted, there is 
no user notification that a link has been made inoperable. Also, 
since link structures are entered as simple text, the label in a 
link structure does not necessarily exist. A link or jump to a 
non-existent label results in an error condition. 

The jump command brings the desired statement to the top of 
the display. 

There are four basic types of jumps: (1) jumps to a specified 
label name, (2. jumps to links, (3) jumps through the tree 
structure, and (4) jumps among different files. 

In case 1, the label or statement name to be jumped to can be 
specified by either a word-selection via the mouse or a literal 
entry from the keyboard. 

In caSe 2, the statement defined by 
placed at the top of the display .. 
section 4 .. 2. 3. 

the specified link is 
More detail is given in 

The case 3 commands allow jumps to the next substatement, the 
next successor, the statement of which the selected statement is 
a substatement, the previous statement, the head of the file. the 
end of the file. the end of branches, and many other links on the 
basis of tree and file structure. For more det.ails seethe nNLS 
User's Guide." 

fl:.4 The case 4 commands allow the user to load a number of files 
into the system and to jump freely among them... These "ill be 
discussed in Section 4.2.9. 
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There is one other type of jump, the jump-ahead/return •. 
Whenever any type of jump within the current file is executed, 
the syte. keeps track of it, and a ring is maintained keeping a 
se.guential track. of all views that have been. used. These 
commands allow the user to return .. to a previous view or to move 
forward aft.er a JUIlP return to the latest view. (See Section· 
4 • .l • .3 on links for a description of tlais intrafile ring.) 

A special .feature of jumps is that almost all jumps allow the 
user t·o change the view specifications of the area jUllped to frail 
those of the current text. In addition, each jump saves the 
viewspecs of the area jUllped frollin the intraflle ring, so that 
on a jump return the t.ext is viewed as before. 

Pointers make it possible to select entities that are not all 
the display_ The entity has a pointer fixed on it while it is on 
the screen of not more than three characters. ,. To select t.ile 
entity at any time, a 1I0use button is depressed and the name. of 
the pointer is entered from the keyboard. This is exactly 
equivaleat to making a direct bug selection of tlae character that 
has the pointer oait. 

The list of pointers can be displayed and one .. lIat use it to 
jumpt.o the ind! vidual pointers. 

The view· speCifications (viewspecs) are parameters t.hatcon-
trol the way in ·,whichstatellent.s are displayed. TAe paralleters 
are:. indenting on/off; names all/off; display file as tree/Bormal, 
text; .keyword reordering on/off; display of statemeat·signatu.ces 
oB/off; braa,cll-oalyoll/off;cotltent analyzer on/off; t.rail fea ... 
tureoll/off; pointer display all/off; nUllber of lines displayed; 
number of levels of stat.emeat.s ,displayed and a fewotaers. These 
canbe set in threavilYs: witta the view set comlland, froll the 
special keyset, or duriBg certaill eo.mmands sach ,as jump. 

;:6 These paramete.rs are always. displayed in the upper left corner 
of the screen with a single lett.er.deaoting eac~.Whell theyare 
capable of being changed by.t.he user, they are displayed wit.,b. 
larger letters. 
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£, There is a relative level control, which allows changes to the 

bJDlt 

level parameter set by t.he \lser t.o be interpreted rela t.i ve totae 
level of the first statement in the display_ The user caD. also 
change other vievi~gparameters., These include the type of mark 
the cursor leaves, the number of characters in a line of text, 
the number of spaces indented for each level, the number of lines 
in the text area, the spacing between lines, size of characters, 
etc. 

When a file is loaded or jumped to, it is "opened" and 
displayed; no copy is created, rather the file is Viewed. directly,. 
from the disk. For reasons of file protection, if any changes 
are made, it becomes impossible to continue direct vieWing, so 
the system creates a .working cOPJ when an edit is made. .In fact, 
this working copy is not created until all core is filled and not 
necessarily on the first edit. In this way the system does not 
make a working copy until it definitely has to. When the system 
creates the working copy it coples the displayed fi.le to it, 
closes the displayed file, and froa t.hen on all work is done .in 
the working copy •.. ' No working copy is created when the user is 
just browsing. This is done since most users just look at files 
and do no editing. 

Files are loaded by the load command or by an interfile jump 
command •. , Entries are made in the in terfile stack as files .are 
loaded (see Section 4 • .2.5) • The working copy and the checkpoint 
file are never entered in the stack. 

One feature 0.£ t.he multi-files is that the user can create a 
checkpOint file at any time. This writes the present worki.D.g 
copy ,out on the drumllnder thena.me checkpoint ... 

The interfile stack .. can be used like tile intrafile stack to go 
back and forth among views on different files. only one working. 
copy at a time can·becreated, and can be looked at any. time, 
even·· if· a file other than the one ofwhic;h a working .copy was 
made has been currently .loaded. 

The freeze feattlre freezesa.siD:<Jle statement witbthe preseat 
view. The frozen ~statement will appear at the top of the screen 
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whenever frozen statements are being shown, with the main text 
display on the under part of the screen. A fixed number of 
statements can be frozen, and are displayed in·the freeze area in 
the chronological order frozen. 

This allows the user to see the file as a tree structure, or 
1'./ in the hierarchy form, instead of normal text. The tree 

structure shows the relationships of statements in the file to 
each other. This is done by indenting the differing levels of 
the tree to different depths, much like an outline form. This 
can be turned on or off by the view specifications .. 

The system numbers each statement Dewey Decimal fashion 
n l according to the tree structure. This numbering is computed at 

display time. The numbering can be turned off by the view 
specifications. 

The vector package allows the usee to create simple line 
drawings, with labels for jllmps. The vector is drawn by 
specifying the endpoints with the mouse •. Either endpoint of a 
line can be translated, and the entire drawing and any label can 
be translated. These vector labels can be used as jUlllps to that 
statement name. 
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5. FUTURE FEATURES .-.- - . --------

This may have been inspired by ourmultiwindows. Theirs, 
however, is fancier in conception. This would allow any size and 
shape windows to be defined, and each window to be a self
contained viewinq area with all the parameters as described for 
the single screen display... Their lIultiwindow facility could also 
assign di.fferent windows to different users. This assiqnment is 
done by the time sharing ,system, though; the only programmiag 
problem is the protocol: who ho'lds the eraser in each window. 

This would allow. the user to define a variable symbol for 
text, links, etc. The symbol would be filled in with text at. 
display. tille, like an assembly time variable. Alternately, the 
variable symbol could simply be permanently defined at a later 
time. 

Currently the system uses a display map teChnique for detect
ing. bug. hits. A future plan is to use the Weie,rstrass Algorithm 
of continually su,bdivlding the screen to find the line closest t.o 
the bug mark , which would be the line kit. .. 
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The hierarchical structure allows the text to be set out in a 
tree fo£m very easily. The qllestion of advantage of this o vel:" 
traditional text was discussed with Engelbart. He said that the 
hierarchical statement-oriented structure was selected just as a 
starting point and empirically has proven to be 1I0re helpfult.o 
users in terms of visualizing the text. He insisted there is no 
premeditated reason toward this structure, nor need it be imposed 
on the user. 

The statement oriented quality limits the flexibility of 
editing somewhat. From our point of view, there is no. editing 
across statement boundaries, for instance.. Jeff said that this 
limitation is of no realimport.anee since as users gain fami
liarity with the statement oriented system, they learn to make 
statements complete thoughts, and so editing across statement 
bounda.ries 1.S not really necessary; the limi tatioD. is only on 
traditional thinking with traditional text. This is the same 
reason Engelbart stated for using hierarchy: the user quickly 
adapts to the structure provided him. 

One advantage of the statement oriented structure is that to 
move a branch or a statement requires no actual movement of text, 
but just the changing of a few pointers. 

There is great effort not to let the user hurt himself wlten h.e 
cannot see the entire tree structure due to filters. For 
example, a user cannot delete an entire statement. There might 
be substatements below that are filtered out that he might 
inadvertently delete: he must give a delete-branch command and 
delete the entire branch. 
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